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My 12 year old niece spent the weekend with us and this was one of her favorite projects. She

made several bracelets for herself and was anxious to try more with her friends. The only thing she

wanted help with was to tie the knots. It was a fun project for us to do together and allowed us to

talk while doing it. I'm getting another to have on hand when other pre-teens come to visit. Would

also be a good thing to take on a vacation or to give as a get well gift. She also really liked the

Kumihimo braiding disk(which I also purchased on ) to make friendship bracelets.

We Love Klutz Books! The only slight problem was some of the safely pins can pop open with just a

dot of craft glue. If an adult can put just a dot of super glue on the completed design, problem

solved:) However I do feel children should not use super glue so a helpful adult could make this

books projects safe and fun.

I purchased this kit for my 10 yr old niece for Christmas and she absolutely loves it. She opened it

on Christmas day and made 3 bracelets right away. The directions for each bracelet are clear and

concise with simple, colored patterns to follow, and easy for her without adult assistance.Making

these bracelets are a good change from all those colored rubber bracelets the kids are making

today.Highly recommend!

My 9 year old daughter saw this at Barnes and Noble. I found it on  cheaper (of course!). She loved

it for the first day or two but has not played with it since. I think it is a nice craft project and kept her

busy for a few hours. I am sure she will get it out again at some point. She needed a little help tying

the knots but really liked the bracelets and made a few of her own designs as well.

I bought this when I was trying the rubberband bracelets. I looked through the book and it seems

very well written. This may end up being a gift to a young person who has a lot of time for crafting.

I bought this for my 8 year old. She is very much into Arts and Crafts and loves this product.

Nice package, easy to follow, timely delivery, a nice addition to my stock so there is something for

tweeners to buy at a reasonable rate compared to my higher end jewelry for adults.

Bought it for an 7 year old little girl and she is having a fantastic time with it!! So happy.
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